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Surface dynamics of a freely standing smectic-A film

Hsuan-Yi Chen and David Jasnow
Department of Physics and Astronomy, University of Pittsburgh, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 15260

~Received 12 September 1997; revised manuscript received 30 January 1998!

A theoretical analysis of surface fluctuations of a freely standing thermotropic smectic-A liquid-crystal film
is provided, including the effects of viscous hydrodynamics. We find two surface dynamic modes~undulation
and peristaltic!. For long wavelengths and small frequencies in a thin film, the undulation mode is the dominant
mode. Permeation enters the theory only through the boundary conditions. The resulting power spectrum is
compared with existing experiments. It is also shown that feasible light scattering experiments on a freely
standing smectic-A film can reveal viscosity and elastic coefficients through the structure of the power spec-
trum containing contributions from both the undulation and peristaltic modes.@S1063-651X~98!12805-2#

PACS number~s!: 61.30.Gd, 68.15.1e, 83.70.Jr
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Recent experiments on the dynamics and instabilities
soap@1# and smectic-A films @2# have raised interest in th
general question of dynamics of freely standing films. T
interactions between bulk elasticity and surface tension m
freely standing smectic-A films ~FSSF’s! suitable systems fo
studying finite-size and surface effects; hence fluctuation
FSSF’s are an important subject for both theoretical and
perimental study@3#. However, during the past decade on
static properties of these systems have been considered
cent x-ray-scattering@4# experiments probed details of stat
in-plane correlations in a smectic-A film. To our knowledge,
however, studies on dynamic light scattering of freely sta
ing liquid films were concentrated on soap films, tw
dimensional orientational fluctuations in liquid crystal film
@5#, or other systems without internal structure@6#. The only
experimental work on dynamic light scattering of FSSFs
our knowledge@7# was carried out without a systematic th
oretical analysis. Hence a theoretical investigation of the
namics of smectic-A liquid crystals in the presence of fre
surfaces can help us to gain deeper insight into the physic
FSSF’s and to provide a basis for understanding recent
periments@2#.

At free surfaces, smectic layers always orient paralle
the smectic-air interface@8#. When the system is driven ou
of equilibrium, surface and bulk elasticity and hydrodynam
effects give the film very complicated dynamical properti
In this paper we give a theoretical calculation of the pow
spectrum of thermal fluctuations of the surfaces in equi
rium by studying the linearized hydrodynamic equations
veloped by Martinet al. @9#. We show that for thin films,
long-wavelength surface fluctuations have two norm
modes: anundulation modein which the two interfaces mov
ing in phase and aperistaltic modecorresponding to a
‘‘breathing’’ motion. The undulation mode is the domina
mode at low frequency and long wavelength. The amplitu
of the peristaltic mode is expected to be very small. O
when the thickness of the film becomes very large and
motions of the two interfaces decouple do the two mo
become comparable. Permeation processes are impo
within the boundary layer@10,11# in order that the prope
boundary conditions are satisfied. However, our calcula
shows that, in the wavelength and frequency range con
ered, the power spectrum of the surface fluctuations is in
571063-651X/98/57~5!/5639~5!/$15.00
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pendent of the permeation constant. We also show that
earlier experimental study of dynamic light scattering on
FSSF@7# was performed in the limit of a very thin film suc
that the power spectrum has the same form as that of a
film, i.e., bulk elasticity making no contribution to the pow
spectrum. The scaling relations suggested in Ref.@7# for the
peak position are not valid in general, especially when
thickness of the film is increased, thus allowing the bu
elasticity of the smectic material to play a role in the dyna
ics. For a reasonably thick film, the power spectrum c
have, in addition to a single undulation peak, some additio
structure that reveals the interaction between the two
surfaces and the contribution from bulk properties. We s
gest that more light scattering experiments on a FSSF wil
great help for an understanding of the interplay between
face and bulk properties in this layered system.

In the ground state, an ideal smectic-A phase consists in a
uniform piling of planar, parallel and equidistant layers
molecular thickness. We use a continuum description
take the average layer normals parallel to thez axis. When
small fluctuations are present, the bulk elastic free energ
smectic-A phase is given by@10#

F5E d3r
1

2H BS ]u

]zD 2

1K1S ]2u

]x2
1

]2u

]y2D 2J , ~1!

whereu(r ,t) is the layer displacement from the equilibriu
position at positionr at time t and B and K1 are, respec-
tively, the the layer compression and undulation elas
moduli. The characteristic lengthl[AK1 /B is typically of
the order of the layer spacing (;1027 cm! @10#.

The equations for viscous flow in smectic-A liquid crys-
tals were written down by Martinet al. @9# In the absence of
topological defects, the system satisfies the equations of
tion in bulk

r
]v i

]t
52] i p1] js i j8 1hd iz ~2!

and

]u

]t
5vz1zph, ~3!
5639 © 1998 The American Physical Society
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where, as usual,r,v i , andp are the density, velocity com
ponents, and pressure, respectively,s8 is the viscous stres
tensor,zp is the permeation constant, andh is defined by

h[] i S dF

d] iu
D . ~4!

In Eq. ~2! we sum on repeated indices and] j5]/]xj . An
important length scale associated with permeation is
boundary layerd. Within this distance to the boundary, pe
meation takes place to satisfy proper boundary condition
the system under consideration@10–12#. We will show that
the boundary layer is associated with the ‘‘permeat
modes.’’ The boundary conditions for free surfaces are d
cussed below.

We consider a freely standing smectic-A liquid crystal
film with film normal in thez direction. As noted, in equi-
librium, the layers are parallel to the free surfaces. When
surfaces are perturbed by an external force, elastic forces
dissipative effects act to drive the system back to the e
librium configuration. In this paper we study such a syst
by including the hydrodynamics in the film.

The geometry of the film is shown in Fig. 1; the film
extends fromz52d to z50, but is otherwise without
boundaries in thex,y directions. The displacements of th
upper and lower free surfaces from their equilibrium valu
are described by two functionsz1(x) and z2(x). We con-
sider surface light scattering experiments@13# with momen-
tum transfer vectorq in the x direction; we further assum
translational invariance in they direction. The quantities we
are interested in are the response functions and the sha
the power spectrum of the surface displacement, which
be measured directly in experiments.

We look for surface wave solutions in the form of a tra
eling wave parallel to the surface with amplitude expon
tially damped in the perpendicular (z) direction, i.e.,

vz5(
k

$Ak
1eSkqz1Ak

2e2Skq~z2d!%eivt1 iqx, ~5!

where the real parts Re(Sk)>0. The indexk51,2, . . . ,n
runs over a finite number of solutions to a characteris
equation such as given below. All theSk’s are in principle
complex. Since bothv andq are real, a purely imaginarySk

FIG. 1. Schematic of a freely standing smectic-A film of thick-
nessd.
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indicates oscillatory behavior without damping, while
purely realSk indicates purely damped behavior. In the zer
frequency limit,S3 reduces to its static value, which is re
~see below!. A1 andA2 are the respective amplitudes at th
surfacesz50 andz52d. For givenq and v we look for
Sk’s yielding a velocity field that satisfies the equations
motion. We assume the film is incompressible so that
pressure is chosen to satisfy the incompressibility. The s
tem is left with three hydrodynamic variables (vx , vz , and
u), which gives three solutions forSk ,k51,2,3. When the
incompressibility condition is satisfied, only two combin
tions of viscositiesh8 andh3 @12#, enter the expressions fo
the Sk’s. A length scale associated with the permeation p
cess isk21[Azph3;1027 cm @10–12#. A dimensionless
~and pure imaginary! frequencyV is conveniently defined as
V52 ivr/h3q2. The characteristic frequencyK1q2/h3 for
the decay rate of the bulk undulation mode, divided
h3q2/r, yields a dimensionless combination of material co
stantsm5K1r/h3

2 , which plays an important role in wha
follows. We consider low frequencies and long waveleng
satisfying conditions (k/q)2@1, lq!1, (uVu/m)(lq)2!1,
and (uVu2/m)(lq)2!1. These conditions mean that we co
sider a regime in which the velocity of the surface wave
slow compared to the typical velocity of ‘‘second sound
AB/r @10#. Furthermore, since then the frequency cannot
as large asK1l22/h3, permeation cannot have a significa
contribution to the bulk undulation mode@10#. In this fre-
quency and wave-number domain the three spatially dec
ing modes in thez direction can be found. One of them
yields a long spatial relaxation length and is given by

S3
25~lq!2F 12

V

m
~12V!

11
V

m
~lq!2S V2

h8

h3
22D G ~6!

[~lq!2@ f ~V,q!#2. ~7!

The other two solutions (S1 and S2) have uReSu,uImSu@1
and satisfy

S41
V

m
~kl!2S21S k

qD 2

50. ~8!

In typical light scattering experimentsq;1022104 cm21

andv<108 rad/s. For typical materialsh3;1 P, so that the
long-wavelength, low-frequency conditions above are sa
fied. We note that when the denominator of the~complex!
function f (V,q) defined above is significantly different from
unity, one cannot separate the solutions forS1 ,S2 ,S3 in the
way mentioned above. The relaxation governed byS3 is re-
lated to the dynamic generalization of the penetration len
of layer distortion in the bulk due to surface undulatio
@10,14#. Following the terminology of Rapini@14#, from now
on we refer to theS3 solution as theelastic mode. SinceS1
and S2 depend on the permeation constantzp through the
parameterk, their respective solutions are calledpermeation
modes. For d@@Re(S1q)#21, @Re(S2q)#21;d, the film
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57 5641SURFACE DYNAMICS OF A FREELY STANDING . . .
thickness is large compared to the boundary layerd ~identi-
fied as the exponential decay length!, and the permeation
modes relax in the bulk.

The surface displacementsz1, z2 satisfy the boundary
condition for the normal component of the velocity in line
theory

]z1~2 !

]t
5vzuz50~2d! . ~9!

The other boundary conditions can be understood from
covariant elasticity theory of smectic-A systems developed
by Kléman and Parodi@15#. For free surfaces the force van
ishes and the normal component of the permeation force@16#
should also vanish. The condition thatsxz50 on the free
surfaces revealsAk

1(2)!A3
1(2) for k51,2, which indicates

that the permeation modes have negligible contributions
the dynamics of the system. The condition thatszz50 yields
the following relation between the surface displacements
the infinitesimal external forcesPext

1 ,Pext
2 which are as-

sumed to act on the free surfaces:

Pext
1~2 !5F p2szz8 1B

]u

]z
1a

]2z1~2 !

]x2 G
z50~2d!

, ~10!

wherea is the air-film surface tension. The normal comp
nent of the permeation force, in the system under consi
ation, is

B
]u

]z
50 ~11!

at z50,2d for all x. Finally, the linear response functionX,
which connects the surface displacements with the exte
forces, is defined through

z~q,v!52X~q,v!Pext~q,v!A, ~12!

whereA is the surface areaz, Pext are vectors for surface
displacement and external force, respectively, e.g.z
5(z1,z2), and X is a 232 matrix for the response func
tion.

Putting Eqs.~10!–~12! together, diagonalization of the re
sponse matrix leads to two linear combinations: theundula-
tion modewith amplitude

zU5
1

2
~z11z2! ~13!

and theperistaltic modewith amplitude

zP5
1

2
~z12z2!. ~14!

The corresponding response functions~i.e., eigenvalues of
the response matrix! are in turn given by

XU5
1

2aq2A

1

11g f~V,q! tanhS lq2d

2
f ~V,q! D ~15!
e

to

d

-
r-

al

and

XP5
1

2aq2A

1

11g f~V,q! cothS lq2d

2
f ~V,q! D , ~16!

whereg[ABK1/a is a dimensionless coefficient involvin
elasticity coefficients and surface tension. In typical mate
als g is of order unity. Nonetheless, the term involvingg in
Eq. ~16! can be much greater than unity. Equations~15! and
~16! are the central results of our calculation.

In the limit of infinite thicknessd→`, the response func
tionsXU andXP become equal, which indicates that the co
relation between the two free surfaces vanishes for la
thickness, i.e.,̂z1(q,v)z2(2q,v)&→0. For low frequency
(uVu!100) and infinite thickness, our results reduce to
earlier calculation by Rapini@14# for an infinitely thick
smectic-A material with a free surface.

We now introduce a natural frequency of surface mot
as v0

25(2a/rd)q2 and dissipation coefficientg5h3q2/r.
In the range of the only available experiment@7# ~thin film
d;100 nm and small wave numberq;104 cm21), one has
ulq2d f(V,q)/2u!1. The response function is approximate

XU;
1

11 1
2 g@ f ~V,q!#2lq2d

;
1

~v0
22v2!1 igv

, ~17!

which is the same as the response function of a damp
driven simple harmonic oscillator. The peak position in t
range of weak damping@(h3q2/r)v!A2a/rdq# is

v5qA2a

rd
. ~18!

~In general, we may not have a system with weak damp
and the peak position should be slightly modified.! This re-
sponse is the same as for a soap film and it gives the sca
relation that the experimental data satisfy. However, the
periment does not probe the full nature of a structured fi
Nonetheless, for the experiment referred to, the width of
undulation mode peak (h3q2/r) does provide information
about the viscosityh3.

The peristaltic mode changes the layer spacing m
more significantly than the undulation mode; hence we
pect that the peak in the peristaltic power spectrum (ImXP)
occurs when the term proportional tog in Eq. ~16! domi-
nates. Also in the range of interest, the relationuVu/m@1 is
valid. A straightforward calculation leads to an estimate
the peak position of the peristaltic response

lq2d fI~V,q!'p, ~19!

where f I(V,q) is the imaginary part of the functionf we
defined via Eq.~7!. In this approximation the surface tensio
plays no role and the peak position is essentially independ
of g and has the form

V'2 i
2mp2

lq2dAl2q4d214mp2
. ~20!
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5642 57HSUAN-YI CHEN AND DAVID JASNOW
For typical material parameters the above approxima
yields the peristaltic peak within 5% when compared to o
full calculation. From this relation we can estimate the bu
elastic coefficientsK1 andB by fitting the valuem andl to
measurements over a range of thickness and wave num

One may ask whether it is possible to observe the p
staltic mode and the special features of a smectic-A liquid
crystal in a free-standing film experiment. Figure 2 sho
the total~dimensionless! power spectrum of the displaceme
of one free surface, i.e.,P5Im2aq2A(XU1XP), for a typi-
cal choice of parameters with increasing film thickness.
the film gets thicker we observe that a peak develops in
higher-frequency range. This peak is due to the perista
mode. WhenL5qd>12 and uVu>3, there is some extra
structure arising from sources other than the peristaltic mo
Figure 3 shows the dimensionless power spectrum for
same choice of parameters withqd515. The contributions
from both undulation and peristaltic modes are plotted
long and short dashed lines, respectively. We find that
power spectrum of the peristaltic mode is about one orde
magnitude smaller than the contribution of the undulat
mode. Notice that there is a second peak of the undula
mode in the high-frequency region. It comes from the os
lating behavior of the hyperbolic tangent function when t
argumentlq2d f(V,q)/2 is complex. This extra structure i
the power spectrum at highuVu is a result of the interplay o
bulk elasticity and the existence of the two free surfaces;

FIG. 2. Dimensionless power spectrum~natural logarithm! for a
typical choice of parameters with increasing thickness of the fi
lq51023, m51024, g50.1, andh85h3. L5qd is dimensionless.
As the thickness increases, we can easily see that the peris
mode and the extra structure of the undulation mode provide a
tional contributions to the power spectrum.
.
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a special feature of a structured fluid. Hence we conclu
that for reasonable choices of material parameters and fo
experiment with typical dynamic range, it should be possi
to observe the peristaltic mode. Combinations of mate
parameters can be extrapolated from the shape of the u
lation peak and the peristaltic peak. However, the deta
shape of the power spectrum is sensitive to the specific
terial parameters used in a laboratory experiment.

In conclusion, we have derived the power spectrum o
freely standing smectic-A film within linear hydrodynamics
and assuming the absence of topological defects. The
namics of this system are dominated by the elastic mode
the permeation constant does not show up in the power s
trum of the surfaces. The permeation process is impor
near the surfaces and helps the system to satisfy pr
boundary conditions. When the thickness of the film is sm
enough, bulk elasticity does not contribute to the undulat
mode and the peristaltic mode is not observable. Howe
for a reasonably thick film the power spectrum does sh
the interplay of surface tension and bulk elasticity. The ex
structure in the power spectrum is a special feature due to
existence of two free surfaces and the contribution from
bulk elasticity. We suggest that further experimental work
FSSFs over a wider range of film thickness and wave nu
ber can reveal these interesting features.

We thank Professor X. L. Wu and D. Dash for ve
helpful discussions and Professor Takao Ohta for his inte
and assistance. H.Y.C. acknowledges financial support f
the University of Pittsburgh. D.J. is grateful for the suppo
of the NSF under Grant No. DMR9297135.
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FIG. 3. Dimensionless power spectrum~natural logarithm! for a
typical choice of parameters:lq51023, qd515.0, m51024, g
50.1, andh85h3. The long dashed line is the undulation mod
contribution, the short dashed line the peristaltic mode, and
solid line the total power spectrum. Notice that there is a small p
in the undulation mode contribution atuVu.4.
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